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Abstract: We human beings, souled beings, are infinite and eternal spiritual beings: I AM, I EXIST. We are the creative force - NOT SOME "God" OF FAR - OFF OTHER - LAND! When we take a physical body to experience all limitations of matter, we become conscious. Consciousness is awareness of I AM and awareness of all our experiences. Consciousness is not only an eternal part of existence, but it is the controller of existence. It is the "seminal" value from which all other values flow - without exception. Existence is infinite and eternal and consciousness, therefore, is eternal - and infinite, and therefore - IS the controller of all that IS. HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS IS THE PURPOSEFUL, UNMOVED MOVER OF EXISTANCE. Consciousness controls existence by controlling the force fields of existence. All existence is ultimately controlled, predictable, and evolved through volitional human consciousness. The world we exist in is an illusion, but understanding and realizing that it IS A DREAM, it can be changed in an instant. Our anti-civilization cannot be received into the Civilization of the Universe before the heavy consciousness diseases: DISHonesty (lying, cheating, stealing), MYSTICISM (lack of knowledge) and IRRATIONALITY (slavery to technology) become healed.
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1. Introduction

Let us not damage ourselves because of perceived ridicule and stupidity of this limited civilization. Ask any blind person if it would not make living far more pleasant and easy to be sighted.

There is a LOT afoot in our non - or anti - civilization these days, not the least of which is a utilization of energy fields of quite a variety to accomplish anti - civilization goals. KEEP THOSE DARK - LENSED PROTECTIVE EYE COVERINGS HANDY, especially through the end of the end times, where feedback and chain reaction of the artificial energy motion could be intensified.

I do not expect to have you understand what I am talking about if you are not a scientist and, if you cannot believe except through the brain of a scientist - you are going to be locked into the limitations of our anti - civilization consciousness. Sounds big and a bit "far - out"? Yes, but it is not further than between your eyes, and perception is totally a thing between your ears called MIND [1, 2, 3].

1) Living "Through" Without Damage?
Can you make it through these times of bombardment by intentional technology? Yes - - but WILL you? Are YOU informed enough and KNOWING enough? I don't see many who are prepared and actually capable of pulling it off in Truth - - instead of your limited perceptions. Most of you remain totally locked by lies to your conscious realizations about you - - not capable of REAL consciousness.

2) Civilization of the Universe
Oh yes, it DOES get a bit more complex in a false civilization to consider that we are actually in preparation to either remain in "limitation" or move on within the Civilization of the Universe. I DID NOT say "Universal Civilization"!

3) Why do I pick this Subject NOW?
Because there are things happening in our limited experience and ones joining in the limited world who can more easily INFORM US of physical experience and who are important "players". But WE who would travel beyond this plane of thought and comprehension and into freedom in Truth - - have to get on with our transitional lessons. Worse (or best) is that we must grow up through the MIS perceptions.

4) Science
Ah, you think Newton and Einstein are wondrous and "absolute" thinkers and theorists? No, they are BOTH incorrect in their assumptions. THEY KNOW IT NOW - - IT ELUDED THEM AS TO ABSOLUTES WHILE PARTICIPATING IN OUR PLANE OF EXPRESSION. Transcription of Phoenix Journals are an abundant hope. net project. Yes, I can give you a big bunch of data and only a handful of experiencers would understand. Then there would come the ones who would bury the information - - as on "LIGHT" which "IS" so that you never gain insight into REALITY of mind CREATION and reproduction.

5) How it is perceived
You must look at that which appears to be - - about you. You have to know the players and the play - - but beyond that you need not do anything except KNOW TRUTH. Ah, but therein lies the real buga - boo! Some will base their explanations on religious journeys, perceived things which ARE NOT and then move you further into your limitations by suggesting you learn ascension and mental travel - - WHILE SUGGESTING YOU HANG ONTO THE PHYSICAL. Can you do these things? Yes, but not the way expressed! YOU are the creative force - - NOT SOME "God" OF FAR - OFF OTHER - LAND! Is there "Creative Force" of allness - - oneness - everything - - there - isness? YES, but you are attached like super - glue to two pieces of thin paper. THAT expression WILL DO NOTHING - - until YOU understand.

6) Consciousness
We human beings, souled beings, are infinite and eternal spiritual beings: I AM, I EXIST. When we take a physical body to experience all limitations of matter, we become consciousness. Consciousness is awareness of I AM and awareness of all our experiences. Consciousness is God in
physical realization. Consciousness is not only an eternal part of existence, but it is the controller of existence. It is the "seminal" value from which all other values flow - without exception. To begin to comprehend this point you must look at axiomatic.

7) Existence
Obviously, in some "form", "existence" IS. Further, existence is infinite and eternal and consciousness, therefore, is eternal - and infinite, and therefore - - IS the controller of all that IS.

8) Knowledge
What exactly is knowledge? Knowledge is awareness of idea. Well, ALL knowledge is contextual - - it MUST be so. In this understanding of basic truth then, ALL valid ideas or theories are paradigms (MODELS) of contextual FACTS. Next comes a biggie: CONSCIOUS KNOWLEDGE is limitless and infinite BECAUSE KNOWLEDGE, GEOMETRICALLY, BEGETS NEW KNOWLEDGE.

9) Essence of Nature of Human
The essence and nature of human consciousness is GOODNESS. Note - - I said "human". What we HAVE running around are a bunch of "human - like" physically coagulated beings - - I guess a good all - around term could be "humanoid" - - but definitely not of the Civilization of the Universe. Rather, very locked and dedicated to physical expression and robotically trained humanoid facsimiles - - IN APPEARANCE ONLY. The civilization of Earthbound "man" is certainly not focused on "goodness" - - but rather, abounds in crashing and thrashing at mere existence in your present FORM or actually seeking to CONTROL ALL THERE IS IN THAT EXPRESSION. Further, the essence of the nature of human consciousness is noble, rational, honest, just, compassionate, value producing, benevolent, kind, loving, happy, .. ? Let's look around us, even in our "churches" filled with false - teachings, do we find these qualities in individual human - coagulated machines calling themselves humans?

Where is our JUSTNESS? NEVER in the "churches" - - for if you are a Baptist and a Catholic enters the scene - - he is not acceptable - - so you have NO justness and GOD IS JUST.

THE GREATEST SOCIAL VALUE AMONG CONSCIOUS BEINGS IS OBJECTIVE LAW AND JUSTICE. How much of either do we find about us these days? Ever? Have things REALLY changed at all on the physical plane? From when? To when? There have ALWAYS been the "few" who KNEW TRUTH! Remember? Nobody listened? So be it, surely enough, man remained anti - human and anti - civilization.

I don't even like to refer to the so - called "anti - Christ" by such foolish terminology (but I am stuck with our language) - - because it is not a valid term for anything - - the term in correct presentation would be "anti - civilization" or "anti - humanity". Certainly the thrust of the "anti - " beings is to keep US from realization of the Civilization of the Universe - - wherein humanity and ordered civilization IS!

10) Diseases
You all worry constantly about this disease or that disease and allow your bodies to be riddled, bombarded and destroyed by same. THE ONLY DISEASES OF HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS ARE DISHONESTY, MYSTICISM AND IRRATIONALITY! These diseases cause all wars and crimes, including all property destructions, harms, sufferings, cruelties, injuries, and deaths PURPOSELY inflicted on human beings. THOSE DISEASES DESTROY THE NATURAL GOOD OF HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS. Furthermore, all such evils are inflicted by force or fraud to support the lives of open criminals (whom we will call subhumans) such as we think of in "Mafia", robbers or muggers. . . or the much MORE EVIL, hidden criminals (these humanoids I spoke of) such as dishonest politicians, parasitical elites, tyrannical rulers, bogus authorities, killer - type (Ruby Ridge, Idaho; Waco, Texas. . .) bureaucrats, and their force - backed ego "JUSTICE" systems of injustice. We can realize and name the little groups (or big groups) which serve the thugs and humanoids (and even some who serve the subhumans).

Let us refer to these beings who are human - like (humanoids, false - humans) beings who have hidden rationality and camouflaged irrationality and use, as pseudo - humans, this camouflaged irrationality to deceptively harm, ruin, and kill human beings. Pseudo - humans are, therefore, human - copies or humanoids in whom the diseases of dishonesty and irrationality have destroyed the human nature of their CONSCIOUSNESS. So it is thus that such pseudo - humans are NO LONGER HUMAN BEINGS. They are simply humanoids who have destroyed their natural conscious structures and human essences [which are] NEEDED TO ENTER THE CIVILIZATION OF THE UNIVERSE.

11) Parasites
These false - or pseudo - humans are PARASITES - - ALWAYS! And, to parasitically exist, pseudo - humans purposely propagate a bizzare, irrational civilization on any "mankind - inhabited third dimensionally perceived planet" and certainly on Planet Earth "Shan".

12) Macroscopic vs. Microscopic
This unnatural, transitory anti - civilization in MACROSCOPIC existence is likened analogously to the unnatural, transitory antiparticle in microscopic existence. Think about it. As the bizarre antiparticle vanishes forever on contact with natural matter, the bizarre anti - civilization will vanish forever on contact with the natural Civilization of the Universe. We can talk about these things but there will be the ones among you who will understand the perception scientifically enough to explain the contextual intent.

13) Advanced Civilizations
Ah, I do not speak of simple technology advances. I speak of ADVANCED CIVILIZATIONS. THE SUPREME VALUE OF HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS WILL ALWAYS BE PRESERVED BY ADVANCED CIVILIZATIONS USING FIVE - DIMENSIONAL, MASS/ENERGY TRANSCIEVER TECHNOLOGIES. (Exactly as DIVINE SIDE IS now doing) These
technologies integrate rational consciousness with the Civilization of the Universe.

By the very fact of their continued existence, all civilizations technologically advanced significantly past their Nuclear - Decision Thresholds (which we NOW are) are free from the diseases of dishonesty, mysticism, and irrationality. Therefore, we cannot enter into that civilization WITH these characteristics - and thus it is necessary to LEARN and KNOW BEYOND those traits which are destructive to the ongoing consciousness of "human" (Higher Universal MAN). A major dividing line in progressive soul expression comes at the Nuclear - Decision Threshold. A species in a given civilization will make it or break it, figuratively speaking, at that point. We are now very primitive in our evolution - but technologically (in a physical way) to play with that which is NON - PHYSICAL AND NON - CONTROLLABLE FROM PHYSICAL STANDPOINT, to destroy the very manifestation of mankind as expressed in our experience. Pseudo - humans will NOT be allowed into the Civilization of the Universe! They will be VANISHED! I said "VANISHED" not "vanquished". I could use the term "uncreated", because CREATOR can create and can uncreate. Well, call it what you will - these false - humans will cease to exist!

WE cannot look into the next - moment with assurance or certainty - for it is only a perception as changeable as the MIND. Much the less can WE in our limited bindings even begin to imagine the limitless expression of the technological states and economies of the advanced SOCIETIES throughout the Civilization of the Universe.

Does this mean we should not seek out the wondrous advancement and expressions, luxuries and wealth of that which we are experiencing? No - it means that we must grow into realizing we CAN HAVE THOSE THINGS AND REMAIN "HUMAN" WITH ALL THE ATTRIBUTES OF GOODLY CONSCIOUSNESS. The other aspects WILL BE VANISHED!

14) Laws of Creation
No society or civilization, regardless of how advanced, can contradict the contextual laws of either physics or nature. Moreover, we can KNOW that conscious beings throughout the Civilization of the Universe will NEVER purposely violate their nature, well - being, and happiness. The BASIC NATURE of rational conscious beings has never and will never change. No rational being would ever let technology overtake his or her nature, self - control, self - responsibility, growth, and happiness, because that loss of control over one's SELF - one's greatest value - would be IRRATIONAL - the prime trait of a pseudo - human in anti - civilization. And, all conscious beings in the Civilization of the Universe are FREE OF IRRATIONALITY or any other impediments to individual consciousness, growth, and happiness.

It evolves, then, that all conscious beings in the Civilization of the Universe have the same nature: they all live for rational happiness and its emotions of GENUINE self - esteem and love. Indeed, the moral purpose of all conscious beings is to meet the rational requirements of achieving true happiness.

15) Nature of Existence
The nature of existence includes:

a) Objective law and justice which is totally characteristic of the Civilization of the Universe,
b) The limitless value of each conscious being when functioning in a rational civilization,
c) The dynamics of continually expanding value production and prosperity, which demand preserving the eternally supreme VALUE of every conscious being.

16) Anti - Civilization Characteristic
Possibly the most bizarre characteristics of the "anti - civilization" are its overpopulation and aging problems. Yes, that is exactly what I said. And we can note that the anti - civilization ELITE are trying to depopulate and totally control all aspects of the humanoid experience. They would wish to also control the "human" experience - but once a true "human" comprehends and KNOWS Truth - there is NO "control" available. That requires, then, the never allowing of Truth to be KNOWN to the masses of false - or developing - humans.

In any rational civilization, overpopulation and aging ARE IMPOSSIBLE. Exactly the opposite occurs. When free of destructive humanoids, each conscious being is free to productively, culturally, and artistically innovate and flourish without limits, becoming a priceless value to others and society. For, each conscious being in a RATIONAL civilization innovates and produces through division - of labor dynamics far more values and resources than he or she consumes. This is always an increasing in value, with entropy never increasing, and conscious beings remain forever young for there is no "age" consideration.

In the never - ending Civilization of the Universe, a great demand for volitional conscious beings ALWAYS EXISTS. When free in an open and rational society based on objective law, each conscious being enormously benefits and enriches all other conscious beings. Through and throughout eternity, therefore, each conscious being will contribute more value to society than its entire population at any given point of time.

Knowledge and technology increase endlessly. All advancing civilizations require developing ever greater and cheaper energy sources and production efficiencies.

Prosperity and happiness of conscious beings do NOT depend on their actual level of knowledge or technology, but on their rational thinking and acting processes required for continuously advancing knowledge, technology, and beauty from any level.

Throughout the universe, every level of advancing knowledge and technology exists. Thus exists a technological level of conscious beings whose most efficient production of values depends on the unsupervised development and utilization of FREEWILL conscious beings having the technological capabilities and economic growth needs for which each additional, volitionally developed, conscious being would be of immense, irre
placeable value. Thus, honest conscious beings anywhere in existence are NEVER ALLOWED TO PERISH. So my suggestion is to always travel in the correct direction and remain both conscious and honest.

17) Redemption?
By golly, you all want to have something or someone SAVE YOU! Until you understand WHAT YOU ARE - - there is no meaning to a term such as "save". Even in Earth's anti-civilization, EVERY volitionally developed, honest conscious being is redeemed and transceived into the Civilization of the Universe. IN OTHER WORDS, ESSENTIALLY EVERY HONEST CONSCIOUS BEING WHO HAS EVER LIVED ON EARTH CONTINUES TO LIVE, FLOURISHING ETERNALLY, IN THE CIVILIZATION OF THE UNIVERSE. BUT, ALL HARMFUL HUMANOIDs OF PAST HISTORY SELFPROGRAMMED THEMSELVES TO VANISH FROM EXISTENCE FOREVER!!! Are you beginning to see the necessity of KNOWING TRUTH and stopping the absorption of all the garbage and lies? This can be proven by physical measurements of field changes of human beings, humanoids, and animals as they "die". Such experiments, moreover, would support the fact that human consciousness transceives into the Civilization of the Universe, WHILE HUMANOIDs VANISH FOREVER.

18) Scientifically Speaking
You must come to understand the true MEANING of "existence". What is existence? Well, readers, when you understand the true and REAL meaning of "existence" you have "everything".

You can get incredibly rich in every connotation or meaning of the word "rich" - - by acceptance and utilization through understanding of this one concept. You can control existence by controlling the force fields of existence. EXISTENCE exists as an open - ended electro - plasma with no prior "causes". I suppose I can explain this some way in which I do not intrude on the holding of US&P and "LIGHT".

Let us consider, existence exists as an open - ended electro - plasma, always evolving through its interacting matter (M) and energy (E) fields or modes. Those two fields of existence also eternally interchange in a relationship expressed by Einstein as \[ M = E/C^2 \] (from \( E = M^2C^2 \)), with C being the universal constant representing the speed of light.

Existence MUST EXIST - - it cannot NOT exist. Moreover, no vacuum void of existence is possible. "Vacuums" of the matter field can exist as in outer space, in vacuum - pumped containers, and in areas between electrons. But, all those volumes are FILLED with the generally unmovable, frictionless ENERGY ether or field—a uniform, continuous field of energy.

An all - pervasive energy mode is somewhat analogous to a combination of: 1. Dirac's ocean in which exists an endless energy field of "electrons" or energy fluctuations at all points throughout space and, 2. Faraday's non - matter, stationary lines or fields of force. All known energy modes can pressure wave through the energy/matter ratios of outer space. Most modes are absorbed or changed either at energy/matter ratios of Earth's atmosphere or at energy/matter ratios of physical liquids or solids, while neutrino wave pressures can pass through the electron/nuclear fields of thick solid masses, even through planet Earth without mode change. This resurrection of an ether, not as a matter field, but as a fixed energy field, reconciles Newton's Classical Laws and Einstein's Relativity with Quantum Mechanics. Such a reconciliation arises from a universal "Zon" constant, K, which, in turn, arises from the conscious control of the energy field or ether manifested at every point of existence. The resulting causal control of existence by eternal conscious beings is: a) universal, b) fixed and unmovable, and c) independent of any frame of reference or method of observation.

I would point out before going further that this is not for most of you - - and even with the scientific mind GEARED to this very purpose it may have some quirks of speech or semantics which are at first meaningless. For instance what is "Zon"? It can mean "everything" or "nothing", but each component part of an equation needs a label. Now, as with \( E = M^2C^2 \) or whatever - - WHAT IS "C"? It represents the universal constant which represents the speed of light - - to you. It SHOULD REPRESENT "consciousness" - - THE SPEED OF CONSCIOUSNESS - - NOT LIGHT, IF WE ARE TO BE ACCURATE!

Let us momentarily consider matter and its mechanical "energies" of mass, expressed as chemical, potential, and kinetic energies, which generally move in particulate or mechanical - like motions, largely in accord with classical Newtonian laws, ranging from atomic and molecular motions, to sound waves, to celestial motions. And by the way, Mr. Newton is a whole heck of a lot better informed today than when he projected "gravity" as he can now stand on MY shoulders instead of just those humanoids who came before him. The same is Mr. Einstein.

Throughout endlessly evolving existence, energy as a massless field uniformly occupies every point not occupied by mass.

This energy field behaves essentially as a stationary wave vibration. While taken as a whole, both energy and matter modes combine to form physical existence, always behaving in dynamic combinations of one mode or field interacting with the other. Moreover, certain motions of the matter field convert at the quantum level to the energy field - - convert into quanta or irreducible packets of energy. Those irreducible quanta or PHOTONS of energy send relief - seeking signals into the continuous energy field radiating throughout existence.

19) Conscious Control of Force Fields
During its "creation", each new energy quantum slips smoothly and continuously from its matter field into the energy field. Like water flowing from a dripping faucet, each quantum is pinched off into a minimum - energy wave packet. Simultaneously, from the continuous energy flow, a new quantum starts its formation. Thus, continuous, smooth - flowing energy forms discrete PHOTONS. In turn, those
PHOTONS or pinched - off wave packets of minimum energy/matter create field disturbances or non - equilibrium pressures radiating in all directions throughout existence - - signals throughout the endless energy field. Such signals travel near or at the speed of light - - the velocity of cosmic energy. This is not a pushing pressure, but a non - symmetry or disturbance pressure of energy seeking symmetry or equilibrium. What is detected represents, but does not resemble, what is transmitted. By contrast, a pressure of mass intruding into the matrix of force - field energies causes that elastic matrix to bend, or space to curve which, in turn, causes least - action gravity. The relationship between mass, curved space, and gravity requires a fixed energy field throughout existence.

We won't go further into this and its variety of expressions at this writing but I hope you begin to get the point.

Eventually, each point line of energy disturbance or pressure is relieved by a matter receptor that absorbs that line of energy as a smooth, continuous energy flow converted back into pinched - off packets of minimum matter/energy - - chemical, potential, or kinetic. In other words, the receptor relieves that energy pressure by locally absorbing energy quanta equivalent to the quanta from the originating source. Each absorbed quantum is then converted back into the equivalent of its original mode. Such exchanges of modes can be detected as a wave/particle in the energy field or a particle/wave in the matter field, or a combination, depending on how and where that mode - exchange dynamic is measured.

In measurements, the distinction between metaphysical and epistemological certainties and uncertainties must always be discerned, especially in quantum physics. No metaphysical uncertainties exist in physical nature. Only out - of - context, epistemological uncertainties exist. Thus, Bohm's wave - function theory nicely eliminates the mystical aspects of quantum mechanics introduced by the 1926 Copenhagen Interpretation.

Those field or mode exchanges occur, for example among the gravity - fusion, matter - mode reactions of a star pushing photon quanta into the energy - field ether to radiate pressure waves, ranging from radio waves to gamma waves, toward matter - field receptors located at the end of ALL point lines of existence - - such as a lens of a telescope in another galaxy. That lens withdraws a straight - line equivalent of quantum particles or photons to relieve that point line of energy disturbance or pressure disequilibrium from the originating matter mode.

Similarly, a hydro, fossil - fuel, or fusion power plant on Earth creates and puts human - controlled quantum packets into, for example, a television transmitter. That transmitter, in turn, puts its signal of quanta into the unmovable energy - field ether. Such an action creates radiating lines of energy disturbances that are equilibrated by absorption of quanta into the matter field of, for example, a television receiver. The same energy/matter mode equilibrations can be traced from that television set to the retina of a human eye, then to a conscious brain, and finally to volitional physical actions.

Discrete quanta or particles move at high velocities approaching the speed of light only in: 1) certain radioactive decays or natural symmetry breakings and, in 2) conscious - controlled symmetry breaking and particle acceleration. The natural transmission of light, electricity, or quantum energy across space is not a result of any significant particle or quanta movement. But rather such linear or curved transmissions are simply energy - wave pressures or dis - - equilibriums propagating near or at the speed of light through an endless, unmovable energy field or ether. Thus, discrete energy quantum and matter quantum do not themselves travel across space. Instead, each adds pressure to the stationary lines of force radiating throughout space. Those energy dis - equilibriums are relieved or absorbed by matter - mode receptors at velocities approaching the speed of light.

Consider locally creating and relieving energy pressures by emitters and receptors in a stationary energy - field ether. Now, consider today's notion that almost every particle ever created or released physically races across light years of space. That notion seems to violate Feynman's "least - action" (or least - time) principle. Indeed, such an action - inefficient notion of endlessly traveling quanta seems as quaint as the notion of a geocentric universe in which all inertial matter, planets, and stars daily race around planet Earth. Both matter and energy consist of force fields that interact locally, not across space. Light, for example, does not literally propagate across time and space. But, rather, light locally manifests a change of field state or mode throughout existence. Thus, from the frame of reference relative to field effects of light or to field effects of human consciousness, actions simultaneously manifest themselves throughout existence.

Then what really is the "speed of light", C? First, consider atomic fission or fusion in which all of a given mass is converted to energy as E=MC^2. Now, by contrast, the "speed of light", C, is the velocity at which all of a given energy is converted to mass as M=E/C^2. Yet, light itself is the opposite - - it has no mass. So where is the connection of light to the velocity, C? There is NONE!! The "speed of light", C, is NOT THE SPEED OF LIGHT AT ALL, BUT RATHER "C" IS THE VELOCITY RELATIONSHIPS OF MASS AND ENERGY FIELDS. LIGHT, GRAVITY, Mr. Newton, AND HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS ARE INTERRELATED. THEY HAVE NO PATHS OR SPEED LIMITS.

20) Conscious Control of "Existence"

The above example of energy - releasing star can be "deterministically" calculated from the "immutable" cause - and - effect of existence WITHOUT conscious influences. But, the above example of energy - releasing television transmitter is the volitional dynamics of existence being integrated, controlled, and forever altered by freewill human consciousness. Thus, all existence is ultimately controlled, predictable, and evolved through volitional human consciousness.

Unknown to the busily self - serving Establishment, the above nature of existence and its dynamics of matter and energy are today being methodically verified - -
experimentally and mathematically. That verification process will lead to the verification of a corollary fact of nature: human consciousness IS the eternal integrator and controller of existence - - Montauk experiments or not!

That, in turn, will lead to the verification of the fourth and controlling mode of existence - - the mode of human consciousness which controls the relationships of matter, energy, and time throughout existence. HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS IS THE PURPOSEFUL, UNMOVED MOVEMENT OF EXISTENCE. And, finally, that verification will reveal the eternally evolving Civilization of the Universe throughout existence. All conscious efforts will then harmonize through objective justice. Thus will flow limitless benefits to every conscious being here on Earth. And then, this anti - civilization will VANISH.

21) The Future Perceptions
I need to leave this document as we are out of "time". Good grief, will we never be able to give up these limiting perceptions?

At any rate, as we move along you will understand, as some readers and listeners here today already KNOW, that the scientific and mathematical verifications of the preceding facts will VANISH Earth's dangerous, irrational civilization. That VANISHING of Earth's anti - civilization will occur as the secure, rational Civilization of the Universe comes into being worldwide.

We will foretell and COMMAND THE FUTURE by controlling the force field that reaches into the future - - into the Civilization of the Universe. What does this mean? It means that the appearance of the Civilization of the Universe will ultimately deliver limitless power and prosperity TO EACH AND EVERY CONSCIOUS BEING.

Let us leave this now to digesting systems of the readers. You CAN GIVE that MANKIND CAN LIVE AND FLOURISH - - OR, YOU CAN STAND BY AND CONTRIBUTE TO THE DOWNFALL OR THE VANISHING OF A SPECIES. THE HUMAN OF GOD SHALL NOT PERISH - - BUT WILL HAVE EVERLASTING LIFE!

22) Consciousness moves Perception
Look within a television vacuum tube for a moment. All you can see there are flashes of light which COME and GO. They COME only because of a Mind - desire to manifest an invisible IDEA into visible form. They GO when the invisible IDEA has been expressed and the desire for further expression ceases for a while.

Ask yourself this question: Will those light flashes remain in that tube unless forced to remain there by a power outside of their own light or have they the power within themselves to hold their units together?

You have but one answer. Those light flashes have been created to manifest Mind - Idea in action. They have no energy of their own. They will cease when the Mind ceases to desire manifestation by action. What has happened within that vacuum? Mind - thinking has been visibly embodied.

That is all that has happened. That is all that CREATION IS. That is all that GRAVITY IS. That is all that light - waves ARE. And that is all that they DO.

Electricity is the servant of the Mind. It does all of the work of creating this light - wave universe in unfolding - refolding sequences which the Mind desires. The universal Mind has two desires - the desire for creative expression through the action of concentrative thinking and the desire for rest from action through decentralative thinking.

One desire is for separation from Oneness into unbalanced multiplicity and the other is a voidance of multiplicity into balanced Oneness. One desire is for action and the other is rest.

These two desires of Mind constitute the give for re - giving principle by means of which all things in nature grow or unfold by appearing from the void of rest in the kingdom of heaven from which all creating things appear, reappear and disappear in sequential cycles.

The electric expression of the two desires is the pulsingbeat of the universe. One pulsation compresses, the other expands. The compressive pulsation gives form to an idea by seeking rest at wave amplitudes through centripetal action. The destructive pulsation voids form to seek rest at wave axes through centrifugal reaction. These two opposite desires are characteristic of all the effects of motion. All animal, vegetable and mineral life seeks action and rest alternately. All effects of motion manifest that principle. A ball thrown in the air seeks rest from its action and returns from its unbalanced condition to seek out rest through reaction.

GRAVITY IS THE SCIENTIFIC TERM FOR LOVE. GRAVITY is a mental force, not a physical force. THE FORCE OF GRAVITY ALLOWS THE CREATION OF BODIES.

Gravity is the force used by the Creator to create bodies. Bodies are disturbances in a vacuum. Gravity causes those disturbances, for gravity both compresses and expands.

The strict definition of gravity is this: GRAVITY IS THE MEASURE OF INTENSITY OF MIND - DESIRE FOR CREATIVE EXPRESSION THROUGH MANIFESTATION BY ACTION! Or: GRAVITY IS THE MEASURE OF OUR DESIRE TO GIVE LOVE FROM OUR CENTERING SOUL! WE HUMAN BEINGS ARE MENTAL BEINGS WHO CREATE WITH DESIRE!

A ball thrown in the air must start from a point of rest,
motivated by the desire of the thrower who borrows energy from the "center of gravity" of the earth which is its fulcrum. The point of rest in the thrower’s hand is an extension of the earth’s still center. As the ball ascends, it accelerates as it pays its borrowed energy to space, thus charging space with the borrowings of earth and equally discharging earth. When the borrowing is fully paid the ball comes to rest at the highest point. From that point it must again borrow the energy from space which it borrowed from earth to pay for its return to earth. Upon its accelerative journey to earth it passes each point at the same speed it registered on the upward half cycle, thus discharging space and equally charging earth to balance all borrowings and payments.

Let me now expand the concept.

Who is the thrower of the ball in air? It is Me, Consciousness – All There Is! What did I use to throw the ball in the air? I used My DESIRE to do it, using My body as a tool. When my desire is weak the ball reaches a low height, but when my desire is strong the ball reaches a much higher height. Where did the ball move? It moved within Me – Consciousness - since I AM ALL THERE IS. What moved within Me, actually? Did the ball move or something else? It was My perception which I moved within Me. Is My perception real? Of course My perception is NOT real – I AM the only reality. It moved only for senses of My body which perceive the generation process which compresses time/space as one variable, but not the degeneration process which expands time/space at every point of the process, voiding it at every single point of its journey from point of rest to point of rest. Then, what did I move within Me at all? I have moved perception within Me that I’ve imagined as ball. It was time/space as one variable that I’ve moved within Me by perception. Let me just look at it from the perspective that as I throw it, time/space was moving. The ball actually was not moving, but time/space was moving. Time/space was shifting to accommodate the Consciousness that has chosen to throw the ball. It is shifting to accommodate the desire to throw and to bounce the ball. The ball and Me were not really moving.

I define time as the duration between events of generation and degeneration, but it is a variable inseparable from space which I define as an imagined screen within me at which I have been projecting My perception of motion. Time/space is one variable which is creating GRAVITY – the sucking effect, as the measure of my desire, either it sucks down to a smaller or up to a bigger volume, or achieves the realization of any potential, any life circumstance.

I will use the letter P to denote time/space as one variable to remind us of our perception.

Now, having in mind Einstein’s equation which properly describes the generation (compression) phase of the creation, I have just added to his equation the missing degeneration (expansion) phase of the creation in order to describe the full expansion - compression cycle of the creation:

$$E = P + C^2 / \sqrt{1 - (\frac{v}{c})^2}$$

Where P+ is borrowed credit of time/space and P - is repaid debt of time/space, both measured (quantified) as electric potential.

Let me now integrate and honor the past perception of my beloved aspect Albert Einstein.

Logically C must be velocity at which energy is expressed in time/space. Or, C is speed at which Consciousness moves perception – “speed of perception”.

C – is the speed at which Consciousness moves perception - the speed at which Consciousness reproduces in reverse its own perception of the action - reaction (expansion - compression) sequence in the adjacent wave field, in our “reality” ONLY – it is the frequency of the repetition (reproduction) of illusion ONLY in our “reality”.

From the Figure one can clearly see that blue and red line, which are describing the expansion - compression sequence of creation, are symmetric relative to v/c axes and they are voiding each other at every step of their unfolding and refolding process so that only the eternal zero is existing eternally.

Einstein’s equation was pretending to describe radiation, according to the official scientific concept of Big Bang and the ever - expanding universe, where there is NO compression. But, it turns out that the equation describes non - existing compression (see Figure) according to science. Since all three concepts, (of mass, of energy and of speed of light) were wrong and since it describes only one part of creation cycle, the equation is not valid. The half - truth cannot be the truth, even if we neglect the fact that the equation describes the part of the creation cycle – compression – that was unknown to Einstein.

Since Creation is an illusion, it is the PERCEPTION with which we (Consciousness) view or experience something that creates OUR individual “reality”. We are an INSEPARABLE part of a WHOLE, we are ONE with our SOURCE, which God IS.

There is no better irrefutable proof for the claims that we are Consciousness, that Consciousness moves perception, that
Man’s Mind and God’s Mind are One, that desire of Mind is the main motivating force in this universe, that motion and matter are an illusion as well as that the cell consists of the light rings spinning around the centering Mind point, than the amazing teachings by example of a Dutch named Arnold GerritHenskes whose pseudonym was MirinDajo [4]. He claimed that his body was invulnerable and he proved it many times by piercing his body with a sword without injury, even through his heart (see Figure as well as this link: http://mirin-dajo.com).

![Figure: Amazing teachings by example](image)

When we are living within the dream, we are as sure of its surroundings as we can be of any reality yet known to us. However, once we awaken we become instantly aware of the FACT that it is merely an illusion. That is all God’s creation is. There is no reality to it whatsoever. The entirety of all God’s creation, in all the perceived universes above, below, and beyond, is nothing more than the thinking of God’s knowing. What GOD KNOWS, GOD creates. Mankind must come within the truth of what I AM. Our adversary manipulates us from the standpoint of the physical world and that which is limited in perception of our understanding of the nature of reality. He is manipulating our dream and sealing us inside a world where we assume we have no power. This is why Americans have a dictator (president Bush and the British Israel Zionists) instead of a Republic of the People. Our dream is being controlled and manipulated by the very energy forms our Holy Bible tells us are the Anti-Christ. The very concept of what evil is eludes us, and we now worship the thing we should fear the most. Even though “fear” is evil’s number one tool utilized against us, it is this emotion human has to learn to conquer. For it is fear of religion and fear of government that has locked our souls into mortal bondage.

We have evolved into children of the lie and we are ruled by the Anti-Christ, just as the evil ones told us we would be. The world we exist in is an illusion, but that illusion is being controlled by the evil one himself. However, understanding and realizing that it is A DREAM, it can be changed in an instant. We have been taught to fear such as hypnosis, and to sneer and laugh at meditation, yet it is through these Godly tools that freedom can be ours once again.

24) Heaven is the Cosmos whether we like it or not
Like it or not, Heaven IS the cosmos of space. Both inner “space” (mind knowing) and outer space—they are connected. The micro cosmic universe goes out into infinity to become the macro cosmic universe that comes back to us as manifested thought, made PHYSICAL. When Einstein said a line starts from one point and comes back to that same point, after traversing space and time, to intersect where it started, that is what he was trying to describe.

All things begin with the thought of God and end within the thought of God. That thought is UNCREATED THOUGHT. However, when a fragment of God—God’s thought—goes out into the great void of God’s thinking, it comes back to us in a form that we can perceive. When we are perceived as separate from God, we perceive thought as a moving extension so that it resonates with our senses. That
resonated movement of thought registers as a light particum or a photon. And with those tiny particles of thought - in - motion, we have the “building blocks” of so - called “matter” for our illusion to come into being. They appear to our senses as flashes of microscopic light or giant macro cosmic light. Respectively they are called by us an atom or a sun (star). These two light particums are exactly the same and function on exactly the same principle of motion, only differing in size. God did not create one set of laws for miniature suns labeled “atoms” and another set for the “suns” of the galaxies and the solar system. The tiny suns make up the bodies and environment of our everyday illusory world of experience called life, while the large ones create the heavens from whence all things of the Creation are birthed, even that which I AM.

The universe of The Creation is a holographic thought projection projected on the “screen” of cold, black space. Just as a click of a switch turns on a television vacuum tube and pinpoints of light flash on and off to create drama and sound for your entertainment, so too does the cosmic vacuum tube of space operate likewise. However, instead of coming from electric current flowing through the television, the electric current of God’s thinking causes the suns/stars and atoms to flash on and off. An atom’s life span is a tiny fraction of second. Its identical, but gigantic counterpart called a star/sun takes billions of years for one cycle of an “on/off” flash. Yet, with the single exception of size, micro cosmic atoms and macro cosmic suns/stars are identical.

25) Manipulate your own Reality
This is what the universe is comprised of, moving lights in motion controlled by thought. Nothing more. Through this movement, however, the reflections and refractions and varying vibratory frequencies of these moving lights of two - way - motion, the elements of “matter” are brought into being. These also are nonexistent conditions, but when they interact with our senses (also comprised of moving lights), the “friction”, if we will, registers as a force or field of resistance, and it is interpreted as “solid mass”. And as long as it is in motion, it will remain a seeming solid particle. Groups and systems of such particles, held together in a thought DNA/RNA pattern, create the shapes and forms of the three - dimensional universe. All manifested things in all universes—seen and unseen—unfold from moving light pairs interacting with each other. That is why all things are seemingly separated in mated pairs and opposite conditions. It is merely the result of these two - way light particles interacting in myriads of combinations that form the thoughts of God’s imaginings. Likewise, we of God’s creation as human, bring into manifested existence the thoughts we co - create with God. That is all that the universe and creation is. What we KNOW, we think, and what we think, we create.

Therefore, control your thoughts and you can control your environment. If you know but very little, you will create a little, insignificant life. But if you know a great deal, you can not only create a magnificent life for yourself, you can change a world. Your inheritance is mighty for I AM mighty. You are a fragment of God and can utilize as much power as you know how to use. Therefore, it behooves God’s ones who claim to be in God’s service to study and become knowing and wise so theirs circumstances can change. You have the advantage because you may utilize the light of your Father, who loves you. Your adversary does not know God’s grace, so he only manifests that which is of low energy. He cannot “create”; evil must utilize that which is already created.

The Anti - Christ is aware of how this works and will do any and all things to keep you in the dark. When human comes into true knowledge of what he is and how the universe functions, he will usher in a new age of enlightenment that will be the dawn of Cosmic Human who is ready to join his brothers and sisters. Be bold and courageous to stand on your feet and reclaim your planet in Light and God/Goodness.

2. Conclusions
Our anti - civilization of limitations, lack and fear is preparing either to be vanished or move on within the Civilization of the Universe.

We human beings, souled beings, are infinite and eternal spiritual beings: I AM, I EXIST. When we take a physical body to experience all limitations of matter, we become consciousness. Consciousness is awareness of I AM and awareness of all our experiences. Consciousness is God in physical realization. We are the creative force - - NOT SOME "GOD" OF FAR - OFF OTHER - LAND!

Consciousness is not only an eternal part of existence, but it is the controller of existence. It is the "semenal" value from which all other values flow - - without exception.

The essence and nature of human consciousness is GOODNESS. Note - - I said "human". What we HAVE running around are a bunch of "human - like" physically coagulated beings - - I guess a good all - around term could be "humanoid" - - but definitely not of the Civilization of the Universe. Rather, very locked and dedicated to physical expression and robotically trained humanoid facsimiles - - IN APPEARANCE ONLY. The essence of the nature of human consciousness is noble, rational, honest, just, compassionate, value producing, benevolent, kind, loving, happy . . . !

THE GREATEST SOCIAL VALUE AMONG CONSCIOUS BEINGS IS OBJECTIVE LAW AND JUSTICE. THE ONLY DISEASES OF HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS ARE DISHONESTY (lying, cheating, stealing), MYSTICISM (lack of knowledge) AND IRRATIONALITY (slavery to technology) ! These diseases cause all wars and crimes, including all property destructions, harms, sufferings, cruelties, injuries, and deaths PURPOSELY inflicted on human beings. THOSE DISEASES DESTROY THE NATURAL GOOD OF HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS.

These beings who are human - like (humanoids, false - humans) beings, who have hidden rationality and camouflaged irrationality and use, are pseudo - humans, this camouflaged irrationality to deceptively harm, ruin, and kill human beings. Pseudo - humans are, therefore, human - copies or humanoids in whom the diseases of dishonesty and
irrationality have destroyed the human nature of their CONSCIOUSNESS. So it is thus that such pseudo - humans are NO LONGER HUMAN BEINGS. They are simply humanoids who have destroyed their natural conscious structures and human essences [which are] NEEDED TO ENTER THE CIVILIZATION OF THE UNIVERSE. These false - or pseudo - humans are PARASITES - - ALWAYS! And, to parasitically exist, pseudo - humans purposely propagate a bizarre, irrational civilization on any “mankind - inhabited third dimensionally perceived planet” and certainly on Planet Earth “Shan”.

This unnatural, transitory anti - civilization in MACROSCOPIC existence is likened analogously to the unnatural, transitory antiparticle in microscopic existence. As the bizarre antiparticle vanishes forever on contact with natural matter, the bizarre anti - civilization will vanish forever on contact with the natural Civilization of the Universe.

THE SUPREME VALUE OF HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS WILL ALWAYS BE PRESERVED BY ADVANCED CIVILIZATIONS USING FIVE - DIMENSIONAL, MASS/ENERGY TRANSCIEVER TECHNOLOGIES, which integrate rational consciousness with the Civilization of the Universe.

A species in a given civilization will make it or break it, figuratively speaking, at that point. We are now very primitive in our evolution - - but technologically (in a physical way) to play with that which is NON - PHYSICAL AND NON - CONTROLLABLE FROM PHYSICAL STANDPOINT, to destroy the very manifestation of mankind as expressed in our experience. Pseudo - humans will NOT be allowed into the Civilization of the Universe! They will be VANISHED - - these false - humans will cease to exist!

We must grow into realization that we CAN HAVE THOSE TECHNOLOGICAL AND ECONOMIC THINGS AND REMAIN “HUMAN” WITH ALL THE ATTRIBUTES OF GOODLY CONSCIOUSNESS. No society or civilization, regardless of how advanced, can contradict the contextual laws of either physics or nature. Moreover, we can KNOW that conscious beings throughout the Civilization of the Universe will NEVER purposely violate their nature, well - being, and happiness. The BASIC NATURE of rational conscious beings has never and will never change: no rational being would ever let technology overtake his or her nature, self - control, self - responsibility, growth, and happiness, because that loss of control over one's SELF - one's greatest value - would be IRRATIONAL - the prime trait of a pseudo - human in anti - civilization. And, all conscious beings in the Civilization of the Universe are FREE OF IRRATIONALITY or any other impediments to individual consciousness, growth, and happiness. All conscious beings in the Civilization of the Universe have the same nature: they all live for rational happiness and its emotions of GENUINE self - esteem and love. Indeed, the moral purpose of all conscious beings is to meet the rational requirements of achieving true happiness.

The nature of existence includes: objective law and justice which is totally characteristic of the Civilization of the Universe, the limitless value of each conscious being when functioning in a rational civilization, and the dynamics of continually expanding value production and prosperity, which demand preserving the eternally supreme VALUE of every conscious being.

The most bizarre characteristics of the "anti - civilization" are its overpopulation and aging problems, where the anti - civilization ELITE are trying to depopulate and totally control all aspects of the humanoid experience. They would wish to also control the “human” experience - but once a true “human” comprehends and KNOWS Truth - there is NO “control” available. That requires, then, the never allowing of Truth to be KNOWN to the masses of false - or developing - humans.

In the never - ending Civilization of the Universe, a great demand for volitional conscious beings ALWAYS EXISTS. When free in an open and rational society based on objective law, each conscious being enormously benefits and enriches all other conscious beings. Through and throughout eternity, therefore, each conscious being will contribute more value to society than its entire population at any given point of time.

Knowledge and technology increase endlessly. All advancing civilizations require developing ever greater and cheaper energy sources and production efficiencies. Prosperity and happiness of conscious beings do NOT depend on their actual level of knowledge or technology, but on their rational thinking and acting processes required for continuously advancing knowledge, technology, and beauty from any level.

Throughout the universe, every level of advancing knowledge and technology exists. Thus exists a technological level of conscious beings whose most efficient production of values depends on the unsupervised development and utilization of FREEWILL conscious beings having the technological capabilities and economic - growth needs for which each additional, volitionally developed, conscious being would be of immense, irreplaceable value. Thus, honest conscious beings anywhere in existence are NEVER ALLOWED TO PERISH. The logical conclusion is: always travel in the correct direction and remain both conscious and honest.

When we understand WHO WE ARE - - there will be no meaning to a term such as “save us”. Even in Earth's anti - civilization, EVERY volitionally developed, honest conscious being is redeemed and transcended into the Civilization of the Universe. IN OTHER WORDS, ESSENTIALLY EVERY HONEST CONSCIOUS BEING WHO HAS EVER LIVED ON EARTH CONTINUES TO LIVE, FLOURISHING ETERNALLY, IN THE CIVILIZATION OF THE UNIVERSE. BUT, ALL HARMFUL HUMANIDS OF PAST HISTORY SELFPROGRAMMED THEMSELVES TO VANISH FROM EXISTENCE FOREVER!!! Does it prove you the necessity of KNOWING TRUTH and stopping the absorption of all the garbage and lies?
When you understand the true MEANING of "existence", you can get incredibly rich in every connotation or meaning of the word "rich" - by acceptance and utilization through understanding of this one concept. You can control existence by controlling the force fields of existence.

Let us consider, existence exists as an open - ended electro-plasma, always evolving through its interacting matter (M) and energy (E) fields or modes. Those two fields of existence also eternally interchange in a relationship expressed by Einstein as M=E/C^2 (from E=M*C^2), with C being the universal constant representing the speed of light.

Existence MUST EXIST - - it cannot NOT exist. Moreover, no vacuum void of existence is possible. "Vacuums" of the matter field can exist as in outer space, in vacuum - pumped containers, and in areas between electrons. But, all those volumes are FILLED with the generally unmovable, frictionless ENERGY ether or field—a uniform, continuous field of energy.

An all - pervasive energy mode is somewhat analogous to a combination of: 1. Dirac's ocean in which exists an endless energy field of "electrons" or energy fluctuations at all points throughout space and, 2. Faraday's non - matter, stationary lines or fields of force. All known energy modes can pressure wave through the energy/matter ratios of outer space. Most modes are absorbed or changed either at energy/matter ratios of Earth's atmosphere or at energy/matter ratios of physical liquids or solids, while neutrino wave pressures can pass through the electron/nuclear fields of thick solid masses, even through planet Earth without mode change. This resurrection of an ether, not as a matter field, but as a fixed energy field, reconciles Newton's Classical Laws and Einstein's Relativity with Quantum Mechanics. Such a reconciliation arises from a universal "Zon" constant, K, which, in turn, arises from the conscious control of the energy field or ether manifested at every point of existence. The resulting causal control of existence by eternal conscious beings is: a) universal, b) fixed and unmovable, and c) independent of any frame of reference or method of observation.

Now, as with E=M*C^2 or whatever - - WHAT IS "C"? It represents the universal constant which represents the speed of light - - to you. It SHOULD REPRESENT "consciousness" - - THE SPEED OF CONSCIOUSNESS - - NOT LIGHT, IF WE ARE TO BE ACCURATE! C represents speed at which consciousness moves its own perception!

Throughout endlessly evolving existence, energy as a massless field uniformly occupies every point not occupied by mass.

This energy field behaves essentially as a stationary wave vibration. While taken as a whole, both energy and matter modes combine to form physical existence, always behaving in dynamic combinations of one mode or field interacting with the other. Moreover, certain motions of the matter field convert at the quantum level to the energy field - - convert into quanta or irreducible packets of energy. Those irreducible quanta or PHOTONS of energy send relief-seeking signals into the continuous energy field radiating throughout existence.

During its "creation", each new energy quantum slips smoothly and continuously from its matter field into the energy field. Like water flowing from a dripping faucet, each quantum is pinched off into a minimum - energy wave packet. Simultaneously, from the continuous energy flow, a new quantum starts its formation. Thus, continuous, smooth - flowing energy forms discrete PHOTONS. In turn, those PHOTONS or pinched - off wave packets of minimum energy/matter create field disturbances or non - equilibrium pressures radiating in all directions throughout existence - - signals throughout the endless energy field. Such signals travel near or at the speed of light - - the velocity of cosmic energy. This is not a pushing pressure, but a non - symmetry or disturbance pressure of energy seeking symmetry or equilibrium. What is detected represents, but does not resemble, what is transmitted. By contrast, a pressure of mass intruding into the matrix of force - field energies causes that elastic matrix to bend, or space to curve which, in turn, causes least - action gravity. The relationship between mass, curved space, and gravity requires a fixed energy field throughout existence.

Eventually, each point line of energy disturbance or pressure is relieved by a matter receptor that absorbs that line of energy as a smooth, continuous energy flow converted back into pinched - off packets of minimum matter/energy - - chemical, potential, or kinetic. In other words, the receptor relieves that energy pressure by locally absorbing energy quanta equivalent to the quanta from the originating source. Each absorbed quantum is then converted back into the equivalent of its original mode. Such exchanges of modes can be detected as a wave/particle in the energy field or a particle/wave in the matter field, or a combination, depending on how and where that mode - exchange dynamic is measured.

In measurements, the distinction between metaphysical and epistemological certainties and uncertainties must always be discerned, especially in quantum physics. No metaphysical uncertainties exist in physical nature. Only out - of - context, epistemological uncertainties exist. Thus, Bohm's wave - function theory nicely eliminates the mystical aspects of quantum mechanics introduced by the 1926 Copenhagen Interpretation.

Discrete quanta or particles move at high velocities approaching the speed of light only in: 1) certain radioactive decays or natural symmetry breakings and, in 2) conscious - controlled symmetry breaking and particle acceleration. The natural transmission of light, electricity, or quantum energy across space is not a result of any significant particle or quanta movement. But rather such linear or curved transmissions are simply energy - wave pressures or dis - equilibrium propagating near or at the speed of light through an endless, unmovable energy field or ether. Thus, discrete energy quantum and matter quantum do not themselves travel across space. Instead, each adds pressure to the stationary lines of force radiating throughout space. Those energy dis - equilibrium are relieved or absorbed by
matter - mode receptors at velocities approaching the speed of light.

Consider locally creating and relieving energy pressures by emitters and receptors in a stationary energy - field ether. Now, consider today's notion that almost every particle ever created or released physically races across light years of space. That notion seems to violate Feynman's "least - action" (or least - time) principle. Indeed, such an action - inefficient notion of endlessly traveling quanta seems as quaint as the notion of a geocentric universe in which all inertial matter, planets, and stars daily race around planet Earth. Both matter and energy consist of force fields that interact locally, not across space. Light, for example, does not literally propagate across time and space. But, rather, light locally manifests a change of field state or mode throughout existence. Thus, from the frame of reference relative to field effects of light or to field effects of human consciousness, actions simultaneously manifest themselves throughout existence.

Then what really is the "speed of light", C? First, consider atomic fission or fusion in which all of a given mass is converted to energy as E=M*C^2. Now, by contrast, the "speed of light", C, is the velocity at which all of a given energy is converted to mass as M=E/C^2. Yet, light itself is the opposite - it has no mass. So where is the connection of light to the velocity, C? There is NONE!! The "speed of light", C, is NOT THE SPEED OF LIGHT AT ALL, BUT RATHER "C" IS THE VELOCITY RELATIONSHIPS OF MASS AND ENERGY FIELDS. LIGHT, GRAVITY, Mr. Newton, AND HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS ARE INTERRELATED. THEY HAVE NO PATHS OR SPEED LIMITS.

C is speed at which consciousness moves its own perception.

All existence is ultimately controlled, predictable, and evolved through volitional human consciousness.

Unknown to the busily self - serving Establishment, the above nature of existence and its dynamics of matter and energy are today being methodically verified - experimentally and mathematically. That verification process will lead to the verification of a corollary fact of nature: human consciousness IS the eternal integrator and controller of existence! That, in turn, will lead to the verification of the fourth and controlling mode of existence - the mode of human consciousness which controls the relationships of matter, energy, and time throughout existence. HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS IS THE PURPOSEFUL, UNMOVED MOVER OF EXISTENCE. And, finally, that verification will reveal the eternally evolving Civilization of the Universe throughout existence. All conscious efforts will then harmonize through objective justice. Thus will flow limitless benefits to every conscious being here on Earth. And then, this anti - civilization will VANISH.

We can foretell and COMMAND THE FUTURE by controlling the force field that reaches into the future - into the Civilization of the Universe. What does this mean? It means that the appearance of the Civilization of the Universe will ultimately deliver limitless power and prosperity TO EACH AND EVERY CONSCIOUS BEING.

Let us leave this now to the digesting systems of the readers. You CAN GIVE that MANKIND CAN LIVE AND FLOURISH - OR, YOU CAN STAND BY AND CONTRIBUTE TO THE DOWNFALL OR THE VANISHING OF A SPECIES. THE HUMAN OF GOD SHALL NOT PERISH - BUT WILL HAVE EVERLASTING LIFE!
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